
The novushield full face visor has been designed and made  
in the UK by a leading medical product design company to  
protect frontline workers and the general public from COVID-19. 

novushield has been designed and developed for all who need  
a quality full face visor to protect themselves from COVID-19.

novushield has a specially designed, comfortable adjustable  
headband that is suitable to fit all. The soft comfort pad at the 
front promotes airflow to reduce discomfort and sweating, enabling 
prolonged periods of use. The screen is adjustable to allow the user to 
find the optimum position for their comfort and working environment. 
Each novushield headband has its own card insert for name and ID 
number so that it can be easily identified by its specific user.  
The screen itself sits a specific distance from the face and is  
suitable for use with prescription lenses.

Replacement visor packs are available.

Key benefits:

• More effective than a face mask

• Protects eyes, nose and mouth

• Inhibits face touching

• Comfortable during long-term use

• Fully adjustable to fit most adults

•  Enables people to work together 
in as normal manner as possible

• Easy to clean and sanitise

• Unique identification tag holder
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novushield is more effective than a face mask as it works in multiple ways  
by creating a barrier between the user and the outside environment as a  
splash guard. This stops infected moisture droplets reaching the user and 
being absorbed through the mouth, nose or eyes. It should be noted that  
paper face masks do not provide this level of protection and in particular  
that the eyes are not covered. Furthermore, novushield inhibits the user from 
touching their face as medical research has proven that touching contaminated 
surfaces then touching ones own face is the biggest risk and the most 
common way COVID-19 is transmitted.

Just because we are in unusual times does not mean we can forget about our 
planet. novushield is designed and built to last. It has been designed to be 
REUSABLE and not a single use disposable solution. It is made from completely 
recyclable medical grade materials under medical ISO13485 manufacturing 
procedures. The material contains anti-microbial (Microban) additives to 
protect against microbes on the surfaces. We have ensured the most ecological 
considerate methods on manufacture to reduce its carbon footprint and ensured 
novushield is completely recyclable. When the crisis is over and you would like 
to ensure your novushield is recycled, simply return it to us directly and we will 
personally guarantee every part of the product is recycled. Our mission is to 
protect the planet as well as the public. 

Cleaning novushield could not be more simple - soap and water is all it takes.

Head comfort pad designed to maximise airflow, 
reduce sweating and increase comfort

Unique identification tag  
holder allowing each user to  
mark their own novushield

Adjustable head band  
to fit most adults

Adjustable front visor 
 (tilts up and down)

Easy to clean & 
 sanitise surfaces

Visor inhibits face touching and 
protects eyes, nose & mouth

  More effective than a face mask



To re-order novushield contact  
novus med quoting ref:

NS001 novushield (complete headband & visor)

NSV-01 single spare visor

NSV-10pack 10pcs single spare visor
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STEP 1: Remove protective film from Visor (C). Place 
Visor Band (B) on flat surface, with triangular pattern 
facing down. Slide Visor beneath the two hooks, as 
shown below:

STEP 3: Snap a Plain Washer (G) onto the Knob (F). 
Screw the Knob onto the threaded Stud (D):

Kit of parts:

Head Band (A) x 1 Visor Band (B) x 1 Visor (C) x 1                Stud (D) x 2                              Top Hat (E) x 2    Knob (F) x 2                Washer (G) x 4

Assembly Instructions:
STEP 2: Locate square hole on Head Band. Insert Stud 
(D) from the rear so the thread is protruding outwards. 
Then take parts E, F, G and B and assemble in order 
shown below:

STEP 4: Flex the Visor to align with square hole on 
opposite side of Head Band. Repeat steps 2 & 3 to 
secure the other side. Tighten both knobs so there is 
some resistance when tilting visor up & down.

Cleaning Instructions:
The recommended cleaning procedure for this product is to remove the Visor and immerse the assembled Head Band Assembly 
in warm water with a mild detergent and gently scrub. A new, clean visor can be re-inserted into the headband.
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